
Yellow Group 
 
Introduction to the Solar System 
 
You can access the internet by clicking ‘browse as guest’ on your Chromebooks. 
 
Learning Objectives:  
 

1. To research and answer questions that are posted on your expert notice board by the 
other groups. 

2. To think of questions to ask the other groups about object in the Solar System 
 
Instructions: 
 

● You are experts in The Moon and you will be responsible for answering questions on 
this expert notice board. You can answer using written answers or using audio / video 
notes 

 
● One of you will answer questions posted on your expert board. The other person will ask 

questions on the other boards. You will swap roles when asked by your teacher. 
 

● I would like your group to ask ‘knowledge’ (what, where, when) and ‘comprehension’ 
(why, explain, how) questions. 

 
 
You can find the expert notice boards at: 
 

The Moon: http://bit.ly/Portalmoon 
The Sun: http://bit.ly/Portalsun 
The Earth: http://bit.ly/Portalearth 
Mars: http://bit.ly/Portalmars 
 

You can research the answers to questions that have been posted to  your expert board (as well 
as get some ideas on questions to ask on the following websites: 
 

● http://bit.ly/Portalnasa 
● http://bit.ly/Portalplanets 

 
 

 
 

http://bit.ly/Portalmoon
http://bit.ly/Portalsun
http://bit.ly/Portalearth
http://bit.ly/Portalmars
http://bit.ly/Portalnasa
http://bit.ly/Portalplanets


Blue Group 
 
Introduction to the Solar System 
 
You can access the internet by clicking ‘browse as guest’ on your Chromebooks. 
 
Learning Objectives:  
 

1. To research and answer questions that are posted on your expert notice board by the 
other groups. 

2. To think of questions to ask the other groups about object in the Solar System 
 
Instructions: 
 

● You are experts in The Sun and you will be responsible for answering questions on 
this expert notice board. You can answer using written answers or using audio / video 
notes 

 
● One of you will answer questions posted on your expert board. The other person will ask 

questions on the other boards. You will swap roles when asked by your teacher. 
 

● I would like your group to ask ‘knowledge’ (what, where, when) and ‘comprehension’ 
(why, explain, how) questions. 

 
 
You can find the expert notice boards at: 
 

The Moon: http://bit.ly/Portalmoon 
The Sun: http://bit.ly/Portalsun 
The Earth: http://bit.ly/Portalearth 
Mars: http://bit.ly/Portalmars 
 

You can research the answers to questions that have been posted to  your expert board (as well 
as get some ideas on questions to ask on the following websites: 
 

● http://bit.ly/Portalnasa 
● http://bit.ly/Portalplanets 

 
 
 
 

http://bit.ly/Portalmoon
http://bit.ly/Portalsun
http://bit.ly/Portalearth
http://bit.ly/Portalmars
http://bit.ly/Portalnasa
http://bit.ly/Portalplanets


Red Group 
 
Introduction to the Solar System 
 
You can access the internet by clicking ‘browse as guest’ on your Chromebooks. 
 
Learning Objectives:  
 

1. To research and answer questions that are posted on your expert notice board by the 
other groups. 

2. To think of questions to ask the other groups about object in the Solar System 
 
Instructions: 
 

● You are experts in The Earth and you will be responsible for answering questions on 
this expert notice board. You can answer using written answers or using audio / video 
notes 

 
● One of you will answer questions posted on your expert board. The other person will ask 

questions on the other boards. You will swap roles when asked by your teacher. 
 

● I would like your group to ask ‘knowledge’ (what, where, when) and ‘comprehension’ 
(why, explain, how) questions. 

 
 
You can find the expert notice boards at: 
 

The Moon: http://bit.ly/Portalmoon 
The Sun: http://bit.ly/Portalsun 
The Earth: http://bit.ly/Portalearth 
Mars: http://bit.ly/Portalmars 
 

You can research the answers to questions that have been posted to  your expert board (as well 
as get some ideas on questions to ask on the following websites: 
 

● http://bit.ly/Portalnasa 
● http://bit.ly/Portalplanets 

 
 
 
 

http://bit.ly/Portalmoon
http://bit.ly/Portalsun
http://bit.ly/Portalearth
http://bit.ly/Portalmars
http://bit.ly/Portalnasa
http://bit.ly/Portalplanets


Green Group 
 
Introduction to the Solar System 
 
You can access the internet by clicking ‘browse as guest’ on your Chromebooks. 
 
Learning Objectives:  
 

1. To research and answer questions that are posted on your expert notice board by the 
other groups. 

2. To think of questions to ask the other groups about object in the Solar System 
 
Instructions: 
 

● You are experts in the planet Mars and you will be responsible for answering questions 
on this expert notice board. You can answer using written answers or using audio / video 
notes 

 
● One of you will answer questions posted on your expert board. The other person will ask 

questions on the other boards. You will swap roles when asked by your teacher. 
 

● I would like your group to ask ‘knowledge’ (what, where, when) and ‘comprehension’ 
(why, explain, how) questions. 

 
 
You can find the expert notice boards at: 
 

The Moon: http://bit.ly/Portalmoon 
The Sun: http://bit.ly/Portalsun 
The Earth: http://bit.ly/Portalearth 
Mars: http://bit.ly/Portalmars 
 

You can research the answers to questions that have been posted to  your expert board (as well 
as get some ideas on questions to ask on the following websites: 
 

● http://bit.ly/Portalnasa 
● http://bit.ly/Portalplanets 

 

http://bit.ly/Portalmoon
http://bit.ly/Portalsun
http://bit.ly/Portalearth
http://bit.ly/Portalmars
http://bit.ly/Portalnasa
http://bit.ly/Portalplanets

